INTRODUCTION
After the collision of Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in July 1994, a large number of works have been published and some interesting meetings have been held about this spectacular event (for instance, the 26th Annual Division of Planetary Sciences Meeting in Washington DC, the European SL-9/Jupiter Workshop of ESO in Munich, and the IAU Colloquium 156 in Baltimore). Nevertheless, a lot of scientific questions still remain under discussion. In this work, we focus on the estimation of the physical properties and spatial distribution of the aerosol debris of complex E/F, and the comparison with the results obtained for the H impact by Moreno et al. 1995 (hereafter M95) . The present observations contributed to the world-1 Also at Dept. de Fisica Aplicada, Universidad de Granada, Spain. wide program called Comet Impact Network Experiment (CINE) (Larson et al. 1994) .
We covered a large range in observational geometries for the impact site by its observation on July 18 (about 29 hr after the E impact and 20 hr after the F impact) and 3 days later, providing an extended database to be analyzed with atmospheric radiative transfer models.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The images used correspond to the same images set used by M95 for the H impact following the same technique for data reduction and calibration. Briefly, the observations were made at the Nasmyth focus of the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory at La Palma (Spain). CCD direct images were taken using a standard U filter (3600 Å effective wavelength) and two narrow-band interference filters at 8900 and 9500 Å with a full width at half maximum of 50 Å . The image scale was 0.102 arcsec/pixel and the average seeing was 0.8 arcsec during 2 nights in which the E/F complex site was observed (July 18 and 21, 1994) . The strategy for the direct imaging observations was to obtain frames repeatedly at the selected wavelengths as soon as the spots came into view, covering the widest range in observational geometries possible, and to repeat the sequence several days later to monitor possible variations in the upper haze layer generated by the deposition of the material coming from the comet and possibly ejected from lower atmospheric layers. All the images were geometrically reduced in order to convert the coordinates of every pixel in the image to the cosines of the solar incidence and Earth reflection and azimuthal angles (Ȑ, Ȑ 0 , ⌬). For every image, the coordinates of the central part of the E/F complex were found and a value of reflectivity was assigned, which corresponded to the mean of points covering a region 0.7Љ ϫ 0.7Љ. This value was reduced to absolute reflectivity by comparing the observed albedos with those measured by Karkoschka (1994) . The relative (pixel-305 to-pixel) error in the derived reflectivities from the images is less than 2%. This figure, together with the error in the geometric albedo of 4% claimed by Karkoschka (1994) lead to an upper limit in all the absolute I/F values of 6%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After obtaining the limb darkening curves in absolute reflectivity units, we proceeded to their interpretation by aerosol models. We considered a model with several atmospheric layers in which we set arbitrarily an initial column density of particles distributed with a log-normal size distribution, which is given by
rA , where r m is the modal radius, is the width of the distribution, and A is a normalization constant. In the models we propose, was fixed to 1.2. For each layer, we considered absorption and scattering by particulates and gas. Rayleigh scattering is significant in the UV, and therefore was also considered in the model computations.
We started by constructing a model atmosphere for the unperturbed atmosphere at the impact latitude, and then we proceeded to perturb the atmospheric region between the top of the ammonia cloud layer and the top of the atmosphere by including particles of different sizes, refractive indices, and column abundances. For the unperturbed region, we considered the center-to-limb scans at the impact latitude but rejected the points corresponding to the impact sites. We considered a typical atmospheric structure with three aerosol layers, a haze layer between 50 and 100 , the dashed line shows the model results for a particle column density of 7.65 ϫ 10 7 cm Ϫ2 , and the dotted line shows those for 3.06 ϫ 10 8 cm
Ϫ2
. As can be seen, the model reflectivities at 9500 Å are insensitive to a variation in the particle column density in the upper layer although the results are very sensitive at 3600 and 8900 Å wavelengths.
FIG. 2.
Reflectivity dependence of the aerosol debris in the core of the complex E/F region. The filled circles correspond to the data of July 18 and the asterisks correspond to July 21. The solid line is the best model fit, corresponding to a particle size of 0.15 Ȑm in modal radius, with a column density of particles of 1.35 ϫ 10 8 cm Ϫ2 between 1 and 316 mbar, and 9 ϫ 10 9 cm Ϫ2 between 316 and 450 mbar. As it can be noted, no variation in reflectivity was observed during the 3-day period at any of the wavelengths observed. 308   FIG. 4 . Sensitivity of the model reflectivities to a variation in the particle column abundance in the 316-450 mbar region. The solid line is the best fit, corresponding to a column density of 9 ϫ 10 9 cm
Ϫ2
, the dashed line shows the model results for a particle column density of 9 ϫ 10 8 cm Ϫ2 , and the dotted line shows those for 9 ϫ 10 10 cm
. As can be seen, the model reflectivities are insensitive to an increase in the particle column density in the 316-450 mbar layer, except for a very small variation at the 8900 Å wavelength. mbar, a NH 3 cloud between 450 and 700 mbar, and a semiinfinite layer at 2 bars. The cloud physical properties of each layer are given in Table I . In particular, the values of refractive indices of the ammonia cloud particles are based on the work by Martonchik et al. (1984) . The resulting haze and cloud optical depths at 9500 Å were 0.39 and 3.063, respectively. The model fits to the data at the three wavelengths are given in Fig. 1 .
FIG. 5.
To model the perturbed region, we considered that as a consequence of the comet impact, a large amount of particles was delivered to the atmosphere above the top of the ammonia cloud. The only constraints to the particles were to have a real refractive index of 1.7 (corresponding to the astronomical silicate, as given by Draine 1985) , and a log-normal size distribution characterized by ϭ 1.2, as was employed for the H impact by Moreno et al. (1995) . After trying models with a variety of particle sizes, refractive indices, and column concentration of particles, we found that the best least-squares fit corresponds to values in agreement with those obtained by Moreno et al. (1995) for the H impact, but with different particle loading and atmospheric distribution. Figure 2 shows the fits to the data at the three wavelengths for the E/F site. The resulting values of the imaginary refractive indices here are 0.02 in the UV and 0.006 at 8900 and 9500 Å . The best-fitted particle radius was 0.15 Ȑm, and the total column particle concentration was 9.15 ϫ 10 9 cm
Ϫ2
, where the column concentration at 1-316 mbar was 1.53 ϫ 10 8 cm
. It is important to note that no variation in reflectivity was found at the impact site core during the 3-day period of observation (see Fig. 2) . Figures 3 and 4 show the sensitivity of the computed reflectivities to variations in the particle column density in the 1-316 and 316-450 mbar ranges, respectively, while Fig. 5 shows the same for variations in the pressure level of the upper layer of the model. From these graphs we see that the particles must be present up to the 3-mbar level or higher in the atmosphere. The results of the model computations for different modal radii and imaginary refractive indices are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We can observe the high sensitivity of the model to the value of these physical parameters. The particle size is best constrained at 8900 and 9500 Å wavelengths, where it affects not only the absolue reflectivity values, but also the shape of the curve representing the limb darkening dependence.
Assuming that all the debris material studied is coming from the comet, we estimated a lower limit to the cometary fragment size. From our images we obtained a radius of the dense core of the impact site of about 2640 km, giving an area of 1.95 ϫ 10 7 km 2 . Considering a total column density of particles of 9.15 ϫ 10 9 cm Ϫ2 , and radius 0.15 Ȑm, this lead to an equivalent sphere of 360 m in diameter. For the H fragment size we obtained a lower limit of 230 m in diameter.
As reported for the H site in our previous paper (M95) the results obtained here are also in agreement with those given by West et al. (1995) in their analysis of the Hubble Space Telescope images of the event. As M95 reported for the H impact, the debris material is much less absorbing than the ''astronomical silicate'' in the near-infrared wavelengths and therefore the aerosol debris could be composed of a mixture of cometary material and other particles produced either by condensation of gases onto the cometary particles and/or by thermochemical products (and to a lesser extent photochemical products) leading possibly to the formation of complex polymer chains. Further studies using data in far UV and medium and far infrared regions would be needed in order to clarify the nature of the debris material.
